Capabilities statement

Company summary

O’Reilly’s mission is to change the world by sharing the knowledge of innovators. For over 40 years, we’ve inspired government agencies, companies, and individuals to do new things—and do things better—by providing them with the technical and business skills that are necessary for success. The O’Reilly learning platform offers expansive breadth and depth of content, features, and learning experiences to help your agency stay ahead of the latest in technology and business.

Differentiators

- More than 60,000 titles from O’Reilly and nearly 200 trusted publishing partners
- Live online training courses and virtual half-day tech conferences with industry experts on the latest in security, architecture, data, AI, cloud, and more
- O’Reilly Answers: our advanced natural language processing (NLP) engine that provides instant solutions to any tech question
- Direct paths to official certification prep materials plus interactive practice exams to help learners focus on the areas where they need the most help
- Interactive sandboxes and scenarios for hands-on experience with critical technologies in safe dev environments—from any browser
- Industry-leading insights dashboard for a deeper understanding of how your teams are learning

Pertinent codes

- Unique Entity ID: JQUJDGS21ZW7
- CAGE: 1KP12
- GSA schedule number: MAS
- GSA contract number: 47QTC19D0022
- NAICS codes: 511130, 519130, 519190
- FEDLINK: LCFDL19D0058

Experience

The list below highlights a sampling of federal cabinets, state and local agencies, and independent agencies under contract.
- US Department of Defense
- US Department of Homeland Security
- US Department of Justice
- US Department of Commerce
- US Department of Energy
- Social Security Administration
- Federal Reserve System
- NASA
- State of Michigan
- State of Oregon
- State of Texas
- Palm Beach County, FL
- Clark County, NV
- City of New York
- City of Los Angeles
- City of Denver
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